
I AM FROM

I am from 

the tranquil waves that presides in western in Canada

The booming voices and sound of children running down the stairs

The playful teasing of brother and father 

Fat tears and ear-piercing screams

The taste of steaming hot lentils and spaghetti in my mouth

I am from

The great lush fat trees

Singing birds at sunrise

Leaves full of holes and little creatures 

Deers skating across cars

The light of the car right up my face

I am from

Christmas filled with laughter and chatter

The room with the people at the centre of the universe 

A shattering ringing tell us to run 

Feet dancing in furry clothes on a cramp floor

The silence after its all over

I am from

Constant burning fire

desks on the floor and pieces of thrown objects 

Flames too much for on body

Fingers pointing at Red, Green and Yellow

Learned to turn to ash than let it out
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Grew Up→ Where

Family→ Grandparents, siblings, parents, Guardians

Description

Where I grew up

Deep Cove→ sea, ocean, sand

Parents→ Cool humans

Visiting Nonni/grandparents House??????

Toronto

Watching Totoro

Tomato story

Grandparents old house

Italy(I don’t remeber like anything)

Drinking balsamic like shots

Play soccer with cousin and starting a band which they both let me 

Beach

/Christmas

Racing down stair

Hanging out with cousins

 Siblings?????

Awesome younger sibling

Foods→ Lental soup, Vinegar salads, Banana Bread, Vinalla Cake, 

Bad Stuff→ Life realization, Existential crisis

FEAR

ANXIETY
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Almost getting hit by cars

Parents

I did not speak for two years→ scared parents 
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I did not have hears

I hated my brothers

Pirate hat→ wanted Air pilot

Brother

Italy 

Other Brother

NOTHING OF VALUE

Mom

Pirate hat

Costumes

Decorated face with makeup

Very friendly

Didn’t talk till I was 4(10 words)→ grade 1 & 2

8 Months I can walks

Speech therapist

Run out in traffic

I would drooled a lot→ medication+other stuff

Shadow

Anger Issues→ through desk, Through stuff, told madame dress was ugly, Told Madame 
that I was late  ,tried clean desk, ride a bike, 
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